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Abstract. High-quality simultaneous image sequences from the Dutch Open Telescope (DOT) in the G band and the
Ca  H line are used to quantify the occurrence of reversed granulation as a constituent of the subsonic brightness pattern
observed as a background to acoustic oscillations in the quiet-Sun internetwork atmosphere. In the middle photosphere re-
versed granulation constitutes a much larger part of this background than at the larger heights sampled by ultraviolet radiation.
The anticorrelation with the underlying granulation reaches about 50% at a temporal delay of 2–3 min, and increases with spa-
tial image smoothing to mesogranular resolution. We discuss the nature of reversed granulation in terms of convection reversal,
gravity waves, acoustic waves, and intergranular magnetism, suggest that the internetwork background pattern is primarily a
mixture of the first two ingredients, and speculate that it is also an inverse canopy mapper.
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1. Introduction

We use dual-wavelength observations from the Dutch Open
Telescope (DOT, Rutten et al. 2004) to study “reversed gran-
ulation” observed in the middle solar photosphere. Our anal-
ysis follows on and is complementary to the ultraviolet prob-
ing of somewhat higher layers in the quiet solar atmosphere by
Rutten & Krijger (2003; henceforth Paper I), who studied si-
multaneous 1600 Å, 1700 Å and white-light image sequences
from TRACE (Handy et al. 1999) and concluded that the slowly
varying meso-scale brightness pattern observed in the ultravi-
olet from quiet-sun internetwork areas is dominated by atmo-
spheric gravity waves. Part of this identification consisted of
demonstrating that reversed granulation plays only a minor role
in shaping the ultraviolet background pattern. The pertinent lit-
erature on atmospheric gravity waves and reversed granulation
was summarized in the introduction of Paper I. More recent
work is discussed in Sect. 4 below.

In this paper we use simultaneous Ca  H and G-band
imaging to study the internetwork background pattern deeper
down in the solar atmosphere and at higher angular resolution.
Reversed granulation appears to be a more important ingredi-
ent at these lower heights. We quantify its role using similar
techniques as in Paper I, and we discuss its nature.
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Since the figures below share the format of those in Paper I
but differ significantly, we invite the reader to have a copy of
Paper I at hand for comparison. Additional discussion of the
TRACE results is given in the second half of Rutten (2003).

2. Observations and reduction

On December 8, 2002 a tandem image sequence was obtained
during UT 11:06–12:00 with the Dutch Open Telescope (DOT)
at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos on La Palma.
The telescope was pointed at a very quiet area at disk center.
The sequence consists of simultaneous speckle-restored im-
ages taken in the G band (4305 Å) and Ca  H (3968 Å) and is
the first tomographic DOT sequence combining these two diag-
nostics. Details on the telescope and DOT tomographic multi-
wavelength imaging, speckle acquisition, speckle reconstruc-
tion, and standard reduction procedures are given in Rutten
et al. (2004). Sample images are shown in Fig. 1.

The G-band and Ca  H speckle bursts were taken syn-
chronously at 30 s cadence. After speckle reconstruction,
small magnetic features common to both diagnostics were
used to correct for slight differences in the image scales
and orientations. Each sequence was then self-aligned us-
ing Fourier correlation. Their temporal averages were used
for final co-alignment and clipping to the common field of
view (79× 63 arcsec2). Blinking the two resulting sequences
shows that their cross-alignment is maintained to within the
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Fig. 1. Top: speckle-reconstructed G-band image (Nr. 1 of the se-
quence). The seeing during the speckle burst had Fried parameter
r0 = 7 cm. Middle: simultaneous Ca  H image, r0 = 6 cm. Bottom:
temporal mean of the Ca  H images with the network, intermediate,
and internetwork mask borders overlaid. The network is overexposed
to enhance internetwork visibility. The box specifies the subfield used
in Fig. 2.

resolution. They are available as MPEG movie at the DOT web-
site1 and as FITS files from the authors.

1 http://dot.astro.uu.nl

The seeing was only fair, with the Fried parameter r0 vary-
ing between 5 and 8 cm between bursts (Fig. 3 of Rutten et al.
2004), but the image quality after speckle reconstruction of
even the worst bursts still permits the precise mapping of gran-
ules and intergranular lanes needed for this analysis. The pres-
ence of many G-band bright points underlying chromospheric
Ca  H network indicates angular resolution beyond 0.5 arcsec
(cf. Title & Berger 1996). A particularly important advantage
of the speckle processing is the resulting homogeneity over the
full field of view and the full duration. The Ca  H image se-
quence is much better than any other Ca  H or K sequence we
have analyzed or inspected so far (e.g., Hoekzema & Rutten
1998; Lites et al. 1999; Hoekzema et al. 2002).

The bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows the 53 min temporal av-
erage of all Ca  H images, together with spatial masks con-
structed from this image after spatial smoothing. They divide
the field of view into network, intermediate, and internetwork
pixels according to their mean Ca  H brightness. Some pixels
are excluded from all three (black). The intermediate brightness
category is likely to mark field spreading in low-lying “mag-
netic canopies” (cf. Krijger et al. 2001; McIntosh et al. 2003).

The exact wavelength position of the 1.35 Å wide Ca  H
bandpass is not known since the filter was not yet mounted
in its precisely tiltable holder. A small tilt causes violetward
passband shift from line center. The appearance of the inter-
network as a sharp “mesh” pattern with rather few acoustic
grains suggests that the passband was shifted somewhat into
the inner wing, because Ca  H line-center filtergrams show
oscillation grains more prominently even at such wide spec-
tral bandpass (cf. the spectral integrations in Rutten 1994 and
Rutten et al. 1999). The Ca  H images therefore sample the
solar photosphere only a few hundred km above τ5000 = 1, at
roughly half the heights imaged in the ultraviolet passbands
of TRACE which sample the temperature minimum region in
terms of VAL3C modeling (Vernazza et al. 1981).

In some displays below three-dimensional spatio-temporal
Fourier cone filtering is employed to either select or remove
all brightness modulation components with apparent horizontal
speeds above or below 7 km s−1. The “supersonic” high-pass
filter selects the acoustic p-mode and three-minute oscillations.
The “subsonic” low-pass filter removes these. The filter cutoff
is indicated in Figs. 6–7.

3. Analysis and results

Space-time presentations. Figure 2 compares spatial and
temporal brightness patterns between G band and Ca  H for
the small subfield outlined in the bottom panel of Fig. 1. The
format is comparable to Fig. 1 of Paper I, but the angular reso-
lution is three times higher.

The Ca  H sub-image in the top right panel shows typical
internetwork background consisting of a mesh pattern with su-
perimposed grains (Lites et al. 1999). The subfield contains no
strong network, but a “persistent flasher” (Brandt et al. 1992,
1994) is present near (x, y) = (39, 20) and shows up as bright
point in the Ca  H image. It is identified as an isolated mag-
netic element by its bright trail in the low-pass time slices
(third row, clearest in Ca  H at right). Both trails are cut off
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Fig. 2. Partial images and time slices for the subfield shown in the
bottom panel of Fig. 1. Left: G band. Right: Ca  H. First row: bright-
ness images. Other rows: time slices showing the brightness evolu-
tion along the horizontal cut defined by the white markers in the top-
row images. The time-slice markers specify the time of observation
of the image cutouts. Second row: supersonic brightness variations
only. Third row: subsonic components only. Bottom row: subsonic
time slices after 1.5 arcsec spatial smoothing, brightness rescaling,
and brightness reversal for the G-band slice at left.

by feature motion in y; they extend over longer duration when
one wiggles the y-location of the cut slightly using an inter-
active triple-plane cube slicer. The Ca  H grain is then seen
to persist during the whole observing period. The bright grain
near (44, 16) in the top-right image is similarly identifiable as
the only other magnetic one in the subfield.

In contrast, the roundish Ca  H grain at (44, 20) is a regu-
lar acoustic “internetwork grain”, appearing as a maximum in a
three-minute oscillation wave train in the high-pass time slices
(second row) without particular signature in the low-pass slices
(third row). The grain near (44, 28) is also acoustic.

Summation of the low-pass and high-pass slices constitutes
the total brightness evolution along the x cut. For both the
G band and for Ca  H, most of the spatial pattern in the top-
row images is due to subsonic brightness components, with su-
perimposed acoustic modulations. For the G band, the subsonic
evolution pattern corresponds to the granulation. For Ca  H,
part of the subsonic pattern seems to be reverse granulation.
This is illustrated by the bottom panels. These are also low-
pass filtered time slices, but smoothed by 1.5 arcsec boxcar av-
eraging to meso-scale resolution, each rescaled to the low-pass
brightness contrast, and with the G-band brightness reversed
to display literally reversed granulation. Comparison of the
two bottom panels indicates coarse similarity, especially when
admitting a few minutes delay for Ca  H and ignoring the

Fig. 3. Time-delay scatter correlations. First column: unfiltered
Ca  H brightness Ca (t + ∆t) against unfiltered G-band bright-
ness Gb (t) for the whole field. Second column: low-pass Ca (t + ∆t)
against low-pass Gb (t) for internetwork pixels only. Third column: un-
filtered Ca (t+∆t) against low-pass Ca (t) for internetwork pixels only.
Scales: brightness in arbitrary units. The time delay ∆t is specified at
left in each panel, the overall correlation coefficient at right. The solid
curves in the top panels show the occurrence distributions on inverted
normalized scales. The dashed curves show the first moments of the
sample density distributions over x and y bins.

magnetic grain. Such similarity lacks in the similar white
light – ultraviolet time slice comparisons in Fig. 1 of Paper 1.

Time-delay correlations. Figure 3 presents pixel-by-pixel cor-
relation diagrams similar to Fig. 2 of Paper I. Each panel is
a scatter plot in which each sample specifies y-axis bright-
ness versus x-axis brightness for a given pixel. Thirty suc-
cessive image pairs are used to generate millions of samples.
Plot saturation is avoided by showing sample density contours
rather than individual points, except for the extreme outliers.
The brightness distributions are shown in the top panels. The
time delay ∆t between x and y sampling (y after x) increases
along columns as indicated. The dashed first-moment curves
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are aligned at large correlation and become perpendicular in
the absence of any correlation between the x and y quantities.

The first column of Fig. 3 shows Ca  H brightness (Ca)
against G-band brightness (Gb) for the full unmasked
field (NO) and without Fourier filtering (all). Network causes
the lopsided high-intensity tail showing persistent bright-bright
correlation. The main contour “mountain” is dominated by
internetwork and shows some reversed bright-dark anticorre-
lation. This reversal is isolated in the second column which
samples only the internetwork areas (IN) and the subsonic
variations (low), for both Ca and Gb. The brightest Ca pixels
are deleted through the removal of magnetic network grains
and acoustic internetwork grains. The slight remaining initial
bright-bright correlation is due to internetwork flashers. The
contour mountain shows significant anticorrelation, peaking at
∆t = 2−3 min delay. This is the signature of reversed granu-
lation. It reaches overall correlation C = −0.43 in the second
panel, twice as large as the corresponding UV–WL anticorrela-
tion in Fig. 2 of Paper I.

The third column of Fig. 3 correlates unfiltered internet-
work Ca with its own low-frequency components. The upward
distribution tail describes internetwork grains. The very high
initial bright-bright correlation confirms the finding from the
similar third column of Fig. 2 of Paper I that most internet-
work grains derive their excessive brightness from construc-
tive addition of acoustic and low-frequency modulation peaks.
At this height (where three-minute waves have not yet steep-
ened into shocks) the average subsonic contribution is two-
thirds of the excess grain brightness. The subsonic pattern is a
much more ubiquitous grain co-localiser than “acoustic events”
which cause only a few extreme ones (Hoekzema et al. 2002).

Figure 4 shows the temporal evolution of the overall corre-
lation coefficient in various scatter comparisons. All curves are
for internetwork low-pass variations only. The solid curves de-
scribe Gb–Gb and Ca–Ca autocorrelations, i.e., the persistence
of surface granulation and of the non-acoustic Ca  H internet-
work background pattern. The 1/e lifetimes are 4.5 min and
3.0 min, respectively.

The lower dashed curve shows the Ca–Gb crosscorrelation
on a reversed scale and corresponds to the middle column of
Fig. 3. After the initial rise it roughly mimicks the Gb–Gb pat-
tern loss curve.

The upper dashed curve in Fig. 4 shows the Ca–Gb anti-
correlation after 1.5 arcsec boxcar smoothing of all images,
as for the TRACE data in Paper I and in the bottom panels
of Fig. 1. The peak then comes a minute later and reaches
−C = 0.56. Thus, reversed granulation describes a meso-scale
reversal pattern that was already resolved in the TRACE data.
At the Ca  H inner-wing formation height it has substantial
but imperfect reversal signature compared with the spatially
smoothed underlying granulation about three minutes earlier.
The low corresponding UV–WL anticorrelation (−C = 0.22 at
∆t = 3−5 min) in the middle column of Fig. 2 in Paper I implies
intrinsic loss of this reversal signature with increasing height.

Fourier presentations. Figures 5–7 complete our data presen-
tation through Fourier analysis corresponding to Figs. 4 and 5

Fig. 4. Temporal evolution of pattern correlations, limited to inter-
network areas and subsonic changes only. Solid: autocorrelations
for G band (upper curve) and Ca  H (lower curve). Dashed: sign-
reversed crosscorrelations between G band and Ca  H. The upper
dashed curve results when the G band and Ca  H images are spatially
smoothed to 1.5 arcsec resolution as for the TRACE data in Paper I.

of Paper I. The upper panel of Fig. 5 plots internetwork phase
differences ∆φ (Gb – Ca) in the format defined in detail by
Krijger et al. (2001). The average is significant up to f =
10 mHz. The positive ∆φ increase over f = 5−10 mHz de-
scribes the upward propagating acoustic waves modeled by
Carlsson & Stein (1997). The zero crossing near five-minute
periodicity describes evanescent p-mode behavior. The steep
downturn at the lowest frequencies corresponds to the time-
delayed anticorrelation in the second column of Fig. 3. The
power spectra in the lower panel show that, even though acous-
tic power gains relative importance when going up from the
G-band to Ca  H, the subsonic components dominate the
Ca  H internetwork brightness pattern. The coherence is sig-
nificant only in the propagating-wave and reversed-granulation
domains.

Figure 6 decomposes the G-band and Ca  H brightness
power measured over the whole field into temporal and spatial
frequencies. These (kh, f ) diagrams mix network and internet-
work properties, but the latter dominate due to the quietness
of the observed region (Fig. 1). The lower-left region of in-
terest here contains much power in both cases, with a shift to
larger spatal scales for Ca  H. The acoustic domain illustrates
the familiar shift from five-minute p-mode preponderance in
the photosphere to three-minute oscillations higher in the at-
mosphere.

The upper panel of Fig. 7 decomposes the phase differences
∆φ (Gb – Ca) in similar (kh, f ) format. This diagram is of much
better quality than its noisy TRACE counterpart in Fig. 5 of
Paper I, reaching much higher spatial wavenumbers before the
noise (crowded contours) takes over.

Reversed granulation emerges as a large low-frequency
patch of phase reversal stretching over kh = 1–5 arcsec−1.
This patch extends to much higher wavenumber than the cor-
responding negative-phase patches in Figs. 3 and 5 of Paper I.
(The wraparound evident at low frequency in Fig. 5 necessi-
tated use of a greyscale that does not flip sign at ∆φ = −180 de-
grees. We suspect that phase wraparound causes apparently
positive phase around kh = 3 arsec−1 in Fig. 5 of Paper I).
However, although this patch extends to kh = 5 arcsec−1, it is
important to note that the power increases to larger scales for
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Fig. 5. G-band and Ca  H Fourier spectra, for internetwork only.
Upper panel: phase differences ∆φ (Gb – Ca) between G-band and
Ca  H brightness. Grey scale: amplitude-weighted phase differences
per pixel following the recipe of Krijger et al. (2001). The jagged fluc-
tuations of the mean curve above f = 10 mHz indicates domination
by noise. Second panel: corresponding power spectra (solid for Gb,
dashed for Ca, mean and trend removed, normalized at the first non-
zero frequency) and coherence spectrum with dashed noise estimate.

both G-band and Ca  H, and faster for the latter (lower panel
of Fig. 7). The subsonic background to the Ca  H internet-
work pattern is therefore dominated by mesogranular scales,
and these set most of the anticorrelation making up reversed
granulation.

Above the reversed-phase patch, the phase differences tran-
sit to the evanescent (∆φ = 0) p-mode domain at small wave
number and propagative (∆φ > 0) three-minute domains.
Significant ∆φ/kh gradients occur up to f = 10 mHz.

4. Discussion

The space-time samples in Fig. 2, the scatter plots in Fig. 3,
the correlation curves in Fig. 4, and the Fourier decomposi-
tions in Figs. 5–7 all show that, at the height sampled by our
Ca  H images, a brightness pattern exists in quiet-sun inter-
network areas which is dominated by subsonic components.
The latter have significant partial anticorrelation to the preced-
ing underlying surface granulation. The anticorrelation peaks at

2–3 min time delay and increases with spatial image smoothing
(Figs. 2 and 4). Although it remains far from strict 1:1 reversal
even at mesogranular resolution, reversed granulation is much
more evident at this height than at the heights sampled by the
ultraviolet image sequences of Paper I. We estimate these to be
about 250 km and 400 km, respectively, rather low compared
with the reversal heights reported by Balthasar (1998). Better
height determination awaits data with precise Ca  H filter tilt
control and numerical response simulation.

What are the nature and the possible roles of reversed gran-
ulation? We discuss these by briefly reviewing different op-
tions, including some recent literature.

Convection reversal. The solar surface granulation itself is a
product of convection reversal. The latter results from radiation
losses when convective upwellings pass through optical depth
unity, cool radiatively, suffer hydrogen recombination, lose en-
tropy, and are reverted into horizontal outflows coalescing into
granular-lane downflows which perform the buoyancy work
driving the convection (Stein & Nordlund 1998). Granulation
brightness reversal with height results from the radiative cool-
ing of upflow-compressed gas above large granules, splitting
them when sinking back, and from radiative heating of side-
ways flowing gas near and above lanes (Nordlund 1984). This
reversal has not been explicitly analysed by Stein and Nordlund
in their granulation simulations, nor by Skartlien et al. (2000)
in their extension of these with chromospheric wave excita-
tion, but it can be seen in Fig. 10 of Uitenbroek (2000) who
used a Stein–Nordlund snapshot to synthesize an infrared CO-
line image, and it appears prominently in the recent simula-
tion of solar granulation and wave excitation by Wedemeyer
et al. (2004). The latter fails in chromospheric wave energet-
ics through assuming LTE, but is likely correct in predicting
reversed-granulation patterns in the middle photosphere. It is
of interest to synthesize Ca  H images from such simulations
and compare the degree of anticorrelation and time delay with
our observed values.

Atmospheric gravity waves. Paper I used TRACE data in a
similar analysis to establish that, at the twice-higher forma-
tion heights of the 1600 Å and 1700 Å continua, atmospheric
gravity waves rather than convection reversal dominate the
subsonic internetwork background pattern. In terms of con-
vection theory, convection reversal and gravity wave excita-
tion in the “overshoot layer” are two-of-one-kind phenomena
describing the effects of penetration into convectively stable
layers. However, in our terms convection reversal describes
local effects whereas gravity waves, once excited, propagate
slantedly away from their excitation source, interfere construc-
tively or destructively when meeting from different sources,
and may reach breaking height unless hitting a low-lying mag-
netic canopy. Thus, these overshoot phenomena may be very
similar in their intrinsic physical nature but differ considerably
in topology, effects, and in the brightness patterns they cause.

The large difference in the degree of anticorrelation
found here for surface–versus–Ca  H brightness patterns and
in Paper I for surface–versus–ultraviolet brightness patterns
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Fig. 6. Two-dimensional brightness power spectra. Upper panel:
G band. Lower panel: Ca  H. Axes: horizontal wavenumber kh, verti-
cal temporal frequency f . The corresponding wavelengths and period-
icities are specified along the top and at right. Grey scale: logarithm of
the brightness power after mean and trend removal and smoothing, as
coded by the grey-scale bar above the figure and the contours. Slanted
line: f = (1/2π) cs kh with cs = 7 km s−1.

indicates that the internetwork background transforms from be-
ing mostly set by convection reversal in the low photosphere to
being mostly set by gravity wave interference in the high photo-
sphere. The much higher resolution of our Ca  H data does not
play a role in this comparison since the upper dashed curve in
Fig. 4 shows that the anticorrelation is intrinsically meso-scale
at both heights. The fact that the anticorrelation is not largest
at granular scales suggests that gravity-wave spreading and in-
terference already contributes significantly to the internetwork
background at the Ca  H inner-wing formation height. This is
also amenable to comparison with numerical granulation-plus-
wave simulations.

Acoustic waves. In a recent paper Cadavid et al. (2003) used
a nine-hour dual sequence of G-band and Ca  K filtergrams
from the former Swedish Vacuum Solar Telescope in a statis-
tical analysis of joint (or disjoint) occurrence of intergranular
darkenings and K-line brightenings. They have since repeated
their analysis using our higher-resolution data, and found es-
sentially identical results (private communication), in agree-
ment with the tendency of G-band to Ca  H & K anticorre-
lations to be clearer at mesogranular scales (Fig. 4). In brief,
they find that most intergranular darkenings are followed by

Fig. 7. Upper panel: two-dimensional phase difference ∆φ (Gb – Ca),
in the format of Fig. 6 but with larger axis extents. Lower panel: loga-
rithm of the brightness power in the 0–2 mHz frequency band. Solid:
G band. Dashed: Ca  H.

K-line brightenings after two minutes and that reversedly most
K-line brightenings follow on G-band darkenings, but with
small overlap between the two sets. In addition, reversed
sequencing (K-line bright before lane darkening) occurs as
well. They attribute their findings to a pre-existing, evanescent
acoustic wave pattern with four-minute periodicity, and suggest
that this pattern is a key part of K2V grain formation in addi-
tion to propagative “acoustic-event” wave excitation as studied
theoretically by Skartlien et al. (2000) and observationally by
Hoekzema et al. (2002).

The second panel of Fig. 6 indeed contains somewhat en-
hanced Ca  H power at four-minute periodicity and granular
scales, which may come from the fundamental mode (cf. Kiefer
& Balthasar 1998), but our results indicate that subsonic con-
vection reversal and gravity waves constitute the major grain-
making ingredient next to locally-excited three-minute waves.
At both the Ca  H and the ultraviolet formation heights, the
subsonic contribution contains more power than the sonic con-
tribution and at both heights it is directly observed to contribute
substantially to internetwork grain brightness (third columns
of Fig. 3 and of Fig. 2 of Paper I). Cram & Damé (1983) al-
ready noted that K2V grains are invariably superimposed on a
larger-scale brightness pattern. Our work identifies the latter as
subsonic, not acoustic, and identifies reversed granulation as a
major constituent up to the middle photosphere.
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Intergranular magnetism. Two recent papers on intergranular
fields are pertinent here. The first is the observational claim
by Domı́nguez Cerdeña et al. (2003) of the existence of small
magnetic elements with about 1000 Gauss field strength in as
much as one third to half the intergranular lanes in internet-
work areas. The other is the magnetoconvection simulation of
Schüssler et al. (2003) in which indeed most intergranular lanes
contain kiloGauss field concentrations, but only those of about
2000 Gauss show up as G-band bright points in simulated high-
resolution images whereas those of about 1000 Gauss do not.

Taking these two papers together implies that also our ob-
served quiet-Sun internetwork areas may be quite full of inter-
granular kiloGauss fields that do not show up as internetwork
“flashers” in our G-band time slices. Since the stronger-field
concentrations do show up (Fig. 1) and are noticeably bright in
Ca  H & K through an unidentified heating mechanism (just
as is the case for network bright points), one might postulate
that also 1000 Gauss intergranular fields should cause H & K
brightness enhancements, and surmise that our partial correla-
tion between Ca  H brightness and intergranular lanes there-
fore betrays the presence of intergranular fields not evident in
the G band. In other words, that reversed granulation is a proxy
for intergranular fields. The partial correlation would then be a
measure of how many lanes contain H & K–bright field concen-
trations, and the increase of correlation with spatial smoothing
might come from field spreading with height. Such co-location
would also imply support for Sivaraman’s persistent stance
that K2V grains are mostly magnetic (Sivaraman & Livingston
1982; Sivaraman 1991; Sivaraman et al. 2000). Direct confir-
mation requires acquiring cospatial high-resolution sequences
of very sensitive magnetograms and Ca  H or K filtergrams,
correlation analysis as done here, and demonstration that such
a correlation does not simply portray field advection in con-
vection reversal without additional heating (cf. Cadavid et al.
2003).

However, we think it unlikely that the observed reversed
granulation results from intergranular fields. On the theoreti-
cal side, it should be pointed out that the flux density in the
simulation of Schüssler et al. (2003) resembles plage or active
network rather than quiet internetwork. More in general, such
magnetoconvection simulations do not yet include the super-
granular flows which sweep actual internetwork areas free of
advected fields within a day or so, making it likely that cell
interiors contain less field than the simulations.

On the observational side, Fig. 5 of Rutten (2003) indicates
that the ultraviolet internetwork background pattern reaches its
largest subsonic amplitudes in cell interiors well away from
the cell boundaries outlined by network. This is also shown
by the bottom panel of Fig. 1 where wide zones of interme-
diate mean intensity are needed to mask off areas around net-
work where reversed granulation appears less clearly. The sub-
sonic modulation increase towards cell centers suggests that the
internetwork background pattern tends to avoid field, rather
than mapping it.

Canopy magnetism. Rutten (2003) interpreted the above net-
work avoidance as a mapping of canopy height, on the assump-
tion that gravity waves reach larger brightness amplitude where

the canopy is higher. Similar avoidance occurs around active re-
gions, very clearly in a dual Ca  H and G-band active-region
mosaic taken with the DOT on June 6, 2003 and available
at URL http://dot.astro.uu.nl. Blinking the pair shows
that the Ca  H internetwork pattern fades away towards the
active region already far from the zone of dense G-band-bright
field concentrations surrounding the spots. Lighthill (1967,
pp. 440–443) has pointed out that gravity waves transform
much easier into Alfvén waves along non-vertical magnetic
field than acoustic waves. We wonder whether such coupling
explains the fading of the subsonic background pattern to-
wards network and active regions, similar to the suppression
of acoustic modulation detected by McIntosh & Judge (2001)
and Muglach (2003).

5. Conclusion

Using high-quality DOT image sequences sampling the low
photosphere in the G band and the middle photosphere in
Ca  H, we have quantified the phenomenon of “reversed gran-
ulation” as a partial (about 50%) meso-scale correlation be-
tween the subsonic brightness components of the Ca  H inter-
network pattern and the dark lanes of the surface granulation
about 2–3 min earlier. Higher up, this partial anticorrelation
weakens further, as shown in the similar analysis in Paper I of
ultraviolet images from TRACE.

Multiple options, discussed above, exist to explain the phe-
nomenon. We believe that it primarily represents a mixture of
convection reversal and gravity wave excitation with gravity-
wave interference gaining dominance at larger heights, and that
it has less to do with p-mode interference or intergranular mag-
netism. Numerical simulations appear as the appropriate way to
ascertain this balance.

We also think that the phenomenon may be useful as empir-
ical canopy mapper, in studying wave–canopy interactions, and
as ingredient in cool-star basal flux interpretation. In any case,
the phenomenon adds yet more diagnostic value to the rich list
of what may be fruitfully studied using the Ca  H & K lines
(cf. introduction to Rutten & Uitenbroek 1991).
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